by David R. Keretz

There will be four new faces on the Cambridge City Council next year — David A. Wylie, Kevin P. Crane, Lawrence W. Frisoli and Mary Ellen Preusser.

The four incumbent councillors who lost their seats are Barbara Ackermann, David Cless '73, Daniel J. Clinton and Leonard J. Russell. All except Cless had been on the Council for at least two-year terms.

Incumbent Walter J. Sullivan led the overall balloting and was elected on the first round. Sullivan is known as a staunch conservative and is potentially among the top vote-getters.

Behind Sullivan were two candidates endorsed by the liberal, pro-rent control and reform-oriented Cambridge Convention '77 (CC '77). Saundra Graham, the only incumbent black in a city office, and Wyle, a progressive former councilor.

Mayor Alfred Vellucci, a moderate independent, finished fourth, surprisingly strong in light of his recent resignation from a position as a Cambridge politician. Vellucci's Clinton and Russell's defeat can be attributed to their stands against rent control and condominium conversion limitations.

In the School Committee race, 70-year-old James Fitzgerald was the only incumbent who failed to be re-elected. David Howay, a member of the sixth and seventh years ago, finished a strong fourth.

Over $8,000 collected

Hump leads UMOC pack to new record

By Mark James

Teamwork teamed up with ugliness this year to collect record amounts of money for the American Red Cross as the Hump captured first place in the Ugliest Man On Campus contest. Larry Del Mar '79, Dave Browne '78, and J. Spencer Love — the Hump — were assisted by numerous "humplets" in collecting $2,819.35, a new individual record.

Together with the other candidates' collections, the sum helped set a new record for total donations — $5,242.45.

J. Arthur and his Randoms (Robert Remick '77 and friends) finished second with $2,091.40. In third place was Leo Harten G with $1,021.30, followed by Del Mar's group of W1G Madonna with $503.98, and the Pec (Joh Lederman G) with $377.84.
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